
Preselection 2010
The ALP selects its candidate for Fraser

Fear and loathing on Anzac eve?
For eight aspiring Federal politicians and 241 ALP Members April 24 was the culmination of
five weeks of frenetic campaigning. At stake was the labor candidacy for the Federal Division
of Fraser.

The campaign had been hard and long, though fair and clean. The winner was a youngish gen
Xer Andrew Leigh, a professor of economics at the ANU.

Voting took place at the Polish White Eagle Club in the inner northern suburb of Turner on a
cold showery day, verifying the old Canberra adage that winter starts on Anzac day.

In the weeks from the announcement of the preselection to preselection day the eight
candidates devoted themselves to winning over the hearts and minds of pre selectors.
Campaigning was intense and redefined to new levels of sophistication.

How did Andrew Leigh win? Or why did the other seven lose? This is the story of that
campaign.

Fraser always labor
The Federal Division of Fraser covers Canberra’s north side  plus the Jervis Bay territory. It1

comprises the three communities of Belconnen, Gungahlin and North Canberra. The division
was created in 1974 when the old ACT electorate was split in two, the Division of Canberra
covered most of the south side. For a brief period 1996 to 1997 the ACT was divided into
three Divisions with Fraser covering the more northern parts of the ACT. It was named after
highly regarded Jim (James) Fraser who was the ALP member for the ACT from 1951 to 1970.

The Division has always returned ALP members: Ken Fry (1974 to 1984), John Langmore
(1984 to 1997) and Bob McMullan (1998 to 2010). Andrew Leigh won it at the Federal
election on 21 August 2010. Steve Dargavel held the smaller Fraser division from 1997 to
1998. 

At the 2010 election the ALP received 45.8 per cent of votes with a two party preferred vote
of 65.1 per cent, a safe ALP seat that did not fall in the two big anti labor swing elections of
1975 and 1996.

Its blue ribband status and location near Parliament makes Fraser quite a prize for any
aspiring ALP member of Parliament.

The Candidates
Bob McMullan’s retirement from politics created a frisson among party members interested in
a political career. In the early stages of the preselection up to 11 names were cited as
potential candidates. Eventually, some thought better of it and never nominated, some did
then thought better of it and withdrew. The eight stayers were:

Christopher Bourke
A member of the Belconnen branch, with a dental practice in Civic, Chris had stood and won
preselection for the ACT Legislative Assembly in 2008. He was part of an ALP team of five for
the seat of Ginninderra. He was not elected. At the election (October 2008) only two ALP
candidates were elected, Chief Minister Jon Stanhope and sitting member Mary Porter. He had

 Canberrans live either north side or South side, the line of delineation being the Molonglo river which in the 1

                Central area forms Lake Burley Griffin
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been a member of the ALP since 1989 and had been active in ALP affairs for many years at all
levels including delegate to National Conference in 2007. As a person of indigenous
background he was the deputy convenor of the National Indigenous Labor network. Outside of
the party he was active in a wide number of professional committees and community
organisations. One of which included the public speaking club, Rostrum in which he won the
award - speaker of the year in 2010. Factional allegiance: Non aligned. 

Mike Hettinger
Like Bruce Springsteen “Born in the USA”. As his family were in the US Air Force Mike spent
his childhood years in 11 US Air Force bases around the world. Mike also served in the US Air
force space program and was decorated for action in Operation Desert Storm (the first Gulf
War) and for rescuing  research divers of the former USSR. He migrated to Australia in 1991
and joined the ALP. He is a member of the Telopea branch. An environmental activist and
twice a candidate for the ACT Legislative Assembly seat of Molonglo, missing out narrowly
both times. Factional allegiance: Non aligned.

Jim Jones
An older member of the ALP who had toyed with challenging Bob McMullan in the previous pre
election, a major decision for any member. It did not happen. Qualified in Teaching,
Accountancy and Business Administration Jim is also a self taught musician. He has performed
in concerts on a professional basis as well as concerts in retirement and nursing homes. A
member of the ALP in NSW and the ACT since 1963 and active in community organisations
involved with the disabled. He is a member of the Daytime branch. Concerned with the
treatment of refugees and climate change issues. Factional allegiance: Non aligned. 

Andrew Leigh
A professor of economics at the ANU and also qualified in the law. He studied economics at
Harvard University and completed a doctorate on Essays in Poverty and Inequality. Has
continued to  pursue innovative lines of research in economics, education ans equality. Writer
of a number of publications including a blog on economic policy. Andrew was a regular
contributor to Radio National and the Australian Financial Review. He had been a member of
the ALP for many years and was a member of the Daytime branch. Contested a seat for the
NSW Parliament in 1995.  Employed by Senator Peter Cook in the late 1990s and was an
associate to Justice Michael Kirby of the High Court of Australia. More recently had been
seconded to Treasury in 2008/09 as a principal adviser. Factional allegiance: Non aligned.

Nick Martin
Nick was born in Canberra and had been active in the ACT Branch for over a decade. Currently
employed by the National ALP office as Assistant Secretary and before that was on staff of ACT
Deputy Chief Minister, Katie Gallagher, as a policy adviser. He was also a national leader of
Labor for refugees, a group set up to promote the rights asylum seekers and refugees. He had
considerable experience in the 2007 Federal election campaign which saw the election of the
Rudd Labor Government and has a strong interest in ALP history. Factional allegiance: Left.

Michael Pilbrow
A community activist with significant involvement in the establishment of the West Belconnen
Health Cooperative (which commenced operations in 2010). He was also involved in the
annual community fair, the Charny Carny (Charnwood Carnival). Michael is a member of the
Mount Rogers branch which covers North Belconnen. He is a former senior officer with the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and while in that Department played a crucial role in
Australia’s response to the Tsunami crisis in 2004. He left the Department to become a private
consultant. Factional allegiance: Non aligned. 

Christina Ryan
Highly involved in community issues, especially those relating to women and the disabled. The
only female to contest the preselection. Christina was an active member of the Mt Ainslie
branch, serving as president for a number of years. She had worked in a number of areas
relating to social welfare such as the ACT Council of Social Service and the ACT Disability
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Advisory Council. As well had been a lecturer at the Canberra Institute of Technology and the
University of Canberra in the subjects of legal and ethical frameworks for working with people
with disabilities. Stood for the ACT Legislative Assembly seat of Molonglo in 2001, narrowly
missing out. Factional allegiance: Non aligned.

George Williams
At the time of preselection was Anthony Mason professor of law at the University of New South
Wales - Canberra campus. Obtained a doctorate in law and is an expert in constitution law. In
2009 was made an Australian Research Council Laureate. He was also an active member of
the Fabian Society in the ACT,  the Australian Council for Civil Liberties and the Australian
Republican movement. Also active in assisting Unions ACT and the ACT Council of Social
Service. Active in the ACT branch of the ALP as a delegate to ACT Conference and the National
conference. Also well known as a commentator on political affairs on radio 2XX. Factional
allegiance: Right .2

By any measure a strong field, most political parties would kill for such a group of candidates:
two professors, a health professional, decorated serviceperson and space scientist, well
respected community activists and senior public servants. All had solid roots and experience in
the ALP and good standing in the Community.

The challenge for each candidate was: how do I cut through and get eligible preselectors to
support me, especially when the field is so strong? It’s a bit like getting the last 24 winners of
the Melbourne cup to race against each other in one race on their winning form. Academics
have played an active role in ACT ALP affairs for many years, so being a professor was no
guarantee of success. Neither was devotion to the cause - Is the person a party hack and/or
careerist? Local community activist - well isn’t that the role of the ACT Government? Getting
out in front was a real challenge, any candidate who could do that would be well qualified for a
political career.

Parties and preselection
All over the world political parties grapple with methods of selecting public office candidates .
It’s difficult for them. There are many different systems but non are perfect. In Australia many
have been tried without any one system gaining ascendancy. Even the ALP has different
systems in each state/territory and these have changed over time.

The ALP has another issue which complicates matters. It is a party of individual and
organisational (trade union) members. Both of these have legitimate claims to have a say in
candidate selection. How has the ALP managed this problem? Preselection systems have
ranged from NSW’s pure “rank and file” system to the old card vote convention method
(described below) once used in South Australia.

As it is based entirely on the participation of ALP members in the relevant divisions the NSW
ALP “rank and file” system does not allow for any input from affiliated unions.

In South Australia  candidates were chosen by State Convention where party branch and union3

delegates chose candidates using the card vote. A system that provides convention delegates
with multiple votes according to how many persons they represent; for example, if a union
had 5,000 members their delegate had 5,000 votes or if a party sub branch had 34 members
their delegate had 34 votes. Individual party members had no say, but unions had plenty.

As the ALP in the ACT was originally part of the NSW ALP it adopted their “rank and file”
system whereby local ALP members chose their respective candidates for ACT and Federal
Parliaments. Apart from a number of years in the 1990s the ACT ALP has always used this
system. It has not been without its problems.

He joined the ALP in 1990 but only had an association with the right since 2006 2

 That was the system when I joined the ALP in SA in 1965. It may be different now.3
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In 1969 the long standing member for the ACT, Jim Fraser, was defeated in a preselection
ballot leading to widespread community outrage. The NSW State executive overturned the
result and Jim Fraser went on to win a record vote at the 1969 election .4

Several preselections for the pre self government advisory bodies caused problems when
incumbent candidates were moved down the list to more difficult to win positions .5

Rank and file preselection can be bedevilled by: � those who have the time and energy to work the local membership - the party hack
(Indeed a lot of hacks have got up but Gough Whitlam and Paul Keating were both
selected by the rank and file)� rorting by branch stacking. (Stacking either by  potential candidates or factions. It has
certainly happened in the ACT where candidates for local elections  have signed up6

their families and mates. Also in the 1980s factions tended to encourage certain ethnic
communities to join “en masse”).

To overcome these problems voting entitlements for pre selectors in the ACT ALP are
dependent on certain criteria: � a pre selector must be financial. In the ACT fees are steep and based on income, for

example a person earning $75,000 a year can expect to pay up to $75.00 a year (it is
less for a member of an affiliated union) � there is a requirement to attend at least three meetings a year, or six over two years.
Members are required to sign an attendance book on arrival at each meeting and it can
only be signed during the time of the meeting, the book must be ruled off and signed
by the Secretary at the close of the meeting (persons can’t come in before or sign at a
later time)� members must be financial for at least one year continuously, continuity can be
granted under certain circumstances.

Therefore, any rorter would need to be very dedicated to actually induce people to sign up and
ensure that they attended the required number of meeting. The records are audited by a
credentials committee who can inspect all relevant records.

In the early 1990s the rank and file system was replaced by a hybrid system that involved
votes by members (rank and file) and conference thereby providing unions with influence for
the first time. It was introduced into the ACT in an attempt to make preselection systems
uniform across all ALP state and territory branches.

It was passionately opposed by ALP members in the ACT, except for those in the left. The
reason being that the large left wing unions gave the left a substantial permanent majority.

In response the left came up with a power sharing arrangement whereby all factions could get
some of their candidates into winnable positions. Deals were done among the factions about
candidates for both the ACT Legislative Assembly, the House of Representatives and the
Senate. Real preselection power went to members of factions, those members not involved in
factions lost any opportunity to participate. The actual preselections were done and dusted
with candidates elected unopposed. 

Consequently non factional rank and file members went from having a full say in preselection
to none at all, despite the new process theoretically providing them with a diminished role.

The ALP received a record 67.7 per cent of the vote, a swing of 16.1 per cent4

 The electoral systems used were proportional representation systems using a list that favoured5

candidates at the top of the list

In local elections where the ACT has always had proportional representation small numbers of6

supporters can enable candidates to win a spot on a ticket in a multi member seat.
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In the 1996 election the Federal seats were allocated as Namadgi (Annette Ellis - Right),
Fraser (John Langmore - Left), Canberra (Bob McMullan - unaligned) and the Senate (Kate
Lundy - Left) . The left obtaining half of the available positions. Without the power sharing7

arrangement they would have had them all.

Party members were not happy. Under the ACT ALP rules  party members could call for a8

General Assembly of all rank and file members. Such a meeting was held on September 8
1993 at the Canberra Labor Club in Belconnen. It was one of the most boisterous and
emotional ALP meetings I have ever attended. Needless to say it passed resolutions calling for
a return to the previous rank and file preselection. However, resolutions of such meetings are
not binding and no action was taken by the party.

Such dissension in the ALP, a lot of which was in the public domain, had a negative impact on
the electorate. In 1995 the party suffered an adverse swing in the February ACT Elections
causing it to lose government. About a month later a by election for the Federal division of
Canberra resulted in another adverse swing leading to the defeat of the ALP candidate .9

In response to these setbacks the ACT ALP commissioned Peter Staples (Federal member for
the Victorian Division of Jagajaga) to conduct a review  of the ACT branch.10

His report acknowledged the importance of the preselection issue as a source of discontent in
the ACT party but did not recommend a return to the full rank and file system. Instead he
recommended that the rank and file component be conducted a week before the central panel
voted. In this way the rank and file view could be well established.

However, at this time another factor came into the mix and it was to have a large impact on
the preselection debate. At the 1992 ACT Legislative Assembly elections a referendum was
held on the electoral system for ACT elections. The 1989 and 1992 elections were held under a
system known as modified D’Hondt, a European proportional representation system based on
party lists. Under this system parties have a large say in who is elected as those placed at, or
near, the top of the list have the best chance of election.

In the 1992 referendum electors were offered a choice of single member seats or a Hare Clark
proportional system with Robson rotation . The ALP favoured the former but the latter was11

preferred by independents, the Liberals and most media commentators. The reason it received
such favour was that it lessened the influence of party machines, especially that of the ALP.
The public endorsed it by a considerable majority. As well electoral laws were changed to
outlaw the handing out of “how to vote cards” at polling booths on election day. It was
designed to make life difficult for the ALP.

Under this system when a party preselected say five candidates for a five member seat the
candidates names appeared in a different order on each ballot paper (Robson rotation),
regardless of their level of support in the party. 

 After the 1996 election John Langmore retired to take up a position in the United Nations. He was7

replaced by Left candidate Steve D’Argaval. After this the ACT lost its third House of Representatives
seat in a redistribution. The new Fraser went to Bob McMullan.

Under rule 9 of the ACT Rules Administrative Committee must conduct a plebiscite or general8

assembly when requested in writing by petition of at least one-third of sub-branches or one-third of
affiliated unions.

The ALP won it back in the 1996 Federal election, even though the division of Canberra had been9

split into Namadgi and Canberra

Getting the ACT together - The Review of the ACT branch April 1995 Conducted by the Hon. Peter10

Staples MP

This system had been used in Tasmania for many years.11
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The ALP toyed with the idea of promoting key, or “A List”, candidates but without “how to
vote” cards it would have been difficult to convey any party preference to the voters.

Eventually the ACT ALP decided to adopt the Tasmanian practice of allowing preselected
candidates to run their own campaigns. Thus once preselected, a candidate, whether left, right
or unaligned could go for it; their campaign effort being dependent on their enthusiasm,
number of supporters, fund raising capacity and in some cases private resources. It really
meant that a certain amount of power was transferred from party preselectors to the voters .12

Such a situation made preselections less important and at the 1998 ACT election some ALP
candidates selected at lower positions actually defeated more favoured candidates.

The poor performance of the ACT ALP at the 1998 Legislative Assembly election led to another
review. Michael Aird from Tasmania and Jenny Beacham from Victoria were asked to
investigate the ALP’s structures and campaigning . They recognised the preselection system13

was still an issue and recommended (Recommendation 9):

 “The ALP should conduct a plebiscite of all members on the issue of rank and file

preselections, and either agree that the outcome is binding or refer it to a conference vote

after the plebiscite is held”. 

A plebiscite was held and a substantial majority supported rank and file preselection.
Subsequently, the ACT ALP changed its rules to comply, resolving a struggle that had raged
for almost a decade. 

The rules governing preselection in the ALP are covered both in the National and ACT rules. 

In the National Rules, Rule 15 a States:

“Any member who meets the membership eligibility requirements shall be entitled to

participate in voting for a candidate in any preselection covered by the applicable

boundaries within which they reside, subject to clause 15©.” (Clause c only concerns a
members listing on the electoral roll).

This is somewhat ambiguous but it would seem to rule out selections by executive bodies.

In the ACT Rules, preselection is covered by Rule 12.1, a rule that is long and complex having
10 clauses and 15 sub clauses. Rule 12.1.1 states that the Administrative Committee arranges
preselection and rule 12.1.3 (Preferred method of Preselection) is:

“Candidates for public office are preselected by a plebiscite of eligible members”.

However, Rule 12.1.4 says that if there is not enough time to conduct a plebiscite, the
Administrative Committee can select a candidate. 

As the current Federal members had been preselected in the mid 1990s their subsequent
preselections were  unopposed until the two House of Representative members decided to
retire in 2010. Thus the preselections in 2010 were the first since the restoration of the rank
and file system.

The ALP eventually did alright out of it. They won the 2001 election forming a minority government12

and went on to win a majority in 2004.

Raising the curtain on the next ACT, 1998 ACT ALP Election Review - Michael Aird and Jenny13

Beacham 23 October 1998
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Primaries
In US Politics we often hear about the primaries. These are actually preselections open to the wider
public. Voters need to register their political affiliation when they apply to be placed on the electoral roll.
When the primary is held any person can vote for their party’s candidate for the general election. In
some states you can even vote in the primary of the party you don’t support. Primaries often rival the
general election in terms of campaign effort.
Interestingly it was recommended to the Aird-Beacham report that a register of Labor voters in
Canberra be developed and that they be allowed to participate in preselections. They considered it to be
worthy of consideration and debate. But I do not believe any action was taken.
The national review of 2010 (Bracks, Faukner and Carr) suggested some form of primaries as well.

  
Factions, fiction and friction
Australian media would have you believe that the ALP is uniquely bedevilled by factionalism.
In fact the ALP is similar to most organisations, from the local church to the biggest
companies. They all comprise diverse individuals having their own take on most matters.

Successful organisations creatively use the tensions provided by diversity to grow.
Unsuccessful organisations let such tensions divert them from their mission. Many
organisations go from successfully managing internal divisions to being overcome by them and
vice versa.

The Federal ALP was almost destroyed by divisions on three occasions: 1917 over conscription
in the first world war, 1931 in respect of economic policy during the great depression and
1955 on how to respond to communism.  Some State branches have also seen factionalism
get out of control: The Lang Split in New South Wales during the 1930s and The Queensland
split over three weeks leave in 1957. All of these were costly and kept Labor out of office for
many years. From the 1970s onwards the ALP became more adept at managing its internal
divisions.

When the ACT branch of the ALP achieved autonomy in 1973 the factions were unorganised
and diffuse. It was only in the late 1970s that factions began to get more organised and
cohesive. 

The first faction to coalesce  was the Left Caucus, modelled on the Socialist left in Victoria and
the Steering Committee in New South Wales.  The impetus for the formation of the Left was
the preselection for the 1982 ACT House of Assembly, a body with only advisory powers. In
this preselection a leading left candidate and current member of the Assembly (Marc
Robinson) was placed down the order and thus unlikely to achieve re - election .14

According to persons associated with the left this outcome was contrived by those controlling
the ACT ALP at the time. They ensured that certain candidates shared preferences in order to
demote candidates identified with the left. This occurred in the absence of formally organised
factions. In response a group of members decided to combat such activity by forming a left
faction known as the Left Caucus. It gained the support of many members as well as key
unions such as the Construction Forestry and Mining Employees Union (CFMEU) and the
Transport Workers Union (TWU). Key persons were Henry Lawrence (ALP Federal Executive
member and a candidate for the Federal Division of Canberra in 1977) and Ken Fry, the
member for Fraser.

The advent of the Hawke Labor Government in 1983 also boosted the Left in the ACT,
especially when that Government adopted a number of economically rationalist policies that
were not always well received by ACT ALP members.          

The Left had the field to themselves for a number of years and achieved considerable success

The Assembly comprised two seats of nine members each with a Senate type Proportional14

representation list system, places on the list were determined by the parties which meant the higher
up one was the better the chance of election. In this case the ALP could expect to win the top 4,
Marc Robinson was lower than this. He was not re-elected in 1982.
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at Conference and sub branches. Their success was based on collective decision making and
solidarity through the use of “show and tell”  in ballots. The ACT branch was basically run by15

the Left in most of the period after the early 1980s. 

Their success generated angst among non - left ALP members . Acting on an individual basis
many non left members found themselves isolated and out voted by the organised left. In
1984 there were a number of meetings of members who were exploring the formation of a
new faction to oppose the Left Caucus. There were roughly two groups: those who felt
themselves to be unaligned and opposed to the regimentation of factions and a group who
identified with the New South Wales right . The former group looked favourably on the16

Federal Centre Left faction of Senator John Button, John Dawkins MP and Senator Susan Ryan
from the ACT. Indeed John Dawkins did address a group of ACT ALP members on the
possibility of setting up an ACT centre left group in 1984.

The latter group were centred on local ALP member for Canberra Ros Kelly. The problem for
both was that they were small and not big enough to challenge a well organised and confident
Left Caucus.

Eventually in 1984 the two groups got together to form the Centre Coalition covering the
centrists and right elements of the ACT ALP. However, their difficulty in attracting non left
independents and unions would remain problematic. While the Left Caucus had a solid union
support the Centre Coalition encountered difficulties on this front. The largest “right” union the
SDA (Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees Association - the “Shoppies”) was initially
reluctant to support Centre Coalition but eventually did so. In return many Centre Coalition
members were uneasy with the conservative social policies of the SDA. The Centre Coalition
decided that given its centrist constituency it would not seek any affiliation with the right
Labor Unity faction in New South Wales. Neither did they adopt “show and tell” in ballots
which may have provided some moral comfort but limited their capacity to enforce solidarity.

In the mid 2000s some of these tensions came to a head when some Centre Coalition
members left the faction to form a Labor Unity faction in the ACT. Although this faction had
very few members in sub branches it had considerable union support. It was to have quite an
impact on the Fraser preselection in 2010. 

Other groups also exist. The non - aligned group claim, with some vigour, that they are not a
faction. They do have meetings but do not officially endorse or work for candidates in pre-
selections or other elections in the ACT ALP. They, as one of their members said, draw
members attention to unaligned candidates in various ballots. This group was loosely centred
on the former member for Fraser, Bob McMullan. Others groups have sprung up from time to
time to support certain candidates in preselection for the ACT Legislative Assembly, a classic
example was the group that backed Jon Stanhope in 1997. Their denial of factionalism has led
to the quip based on an old advertisement for Claytons  - “the faction you have when you17

don’t have a faction”.

As well a number of members are resolutely against factions or groups of any kind and base
their decisions on the worthiness or otherwise of individual candidates. 

Faction members are required to show their ballot paper to another member of the faction to prove15

that they followed the faction line.

It’s an irony that while the left call themselves the left the right seem to eschew the word right16

preferring terms such as Labor Unity etc.

A whisky like non alcoholic drink advertised using the words “the drink you have when you’re not17

having a drink” . It is no longer actively marketed.
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What are factions about?

Factions can be about ideology, solidarity and patronage and personality.

Ideology: There are a number of ideological strands in the ALP. The early ALP supported what is now
known as Laborist policies. A set of policies such as Arbitration, legislation on working conditions and
social welfare without any overarching ideology “Socialisme sans doctrines” is how Albert Metin (a
French philosopher) described the Federation era ALP. The right tends to favour this approach spiced up
with a dash of Fabian socialism. The Left is more interested in socialism as a comprehensive social 
philosophy. The Socialist objective “the socialisation of the means of production, distribution and
exchange” was adopted by the party in 1921 and was once the linchpin of left doctrine. It is no longer
in the ALP Platform. In the 1980s the ALP Government of Bob Hawke moved towards the policy
prescriptions of economic rationalism which  tended to muddy the ideological waters between the
factions. While these were more acceptable to the right than the Left, many traditional right members
were also uncomfortable.

Solidarity and patronage: Persons acting together can achieve more than a group of individuals.
Therefore, factions can bring together persons of like mind and through block voting in forums and
preselections exercise power, particularly if they can muster a majority of votes. Factions can insist on
“show and tell” or proving to the faction that you voted in accordance with their majority decision. In
return a faction member can expect consideration for public office holder positions, political jobs (staff
positions with MPs and the party) and appointment to Government boards and committees.

Personalities: Personal appeal can also play apart and often factions can form in factions, often these
are personality based.

Is it rolling - Elias?
When long term members for Fraser, Bob McMullan, and Canberra, Annette Ellis announced
their intentions not to stand again there was some speculation as to how they would be
replaced. Media reports talked of candidates being parachuted in by the Federal executive.
That is, the selection would not be made by ACT rank and file members. As seen above the
rules about preselection are ambiguous. They only state that rank and file preselection is the
preferred option.

The ACT ALP secretary, Elias Hallaj, emailed members on February 4, 2010. Federal Preselection Update
The ACT Branch leadership is determined to undertake a fair and timely plebiscite (rank and file)

preselection process following the recent announcements by Bob McMullan and Annette Ellis that they will

not be recontesting the next federal election. The rights, interests and determination of the local

membership to participate in a plebiscite to choose Labor’s candidates for Fraser and Canberra is fully

supported by the Administrative Committee as well as every Sub-Branch in the ACT. 

This matter has been discussed at length during the most recent Administrative Committee and a

resolution was passed unanimously to begin the formal process of consultation with the National

Executive, Federal Leader and National Campaign Director, as required by the Party’s National Principles of

Organisation. 

ACT Branch Rule 12 clearly outlines the process for preselection of candidates for Public Office. The

Administrative Committee is making a strong case for a plebiscite (as per the ACT Branch Rules) directly

with the federal ALP prior to the next National Executive, which meets in late February. The case for a

rank and file plebiscite is fully supported by all members of the ACT Branch and Administrative Committee.

ACT Branch Rule 12 also stipulates the Affirmative Action requirements for the preselection of candidates,

to ensure that ACT Labor has an adequate representation of women (and men) at the federal level. 

Resolution from January ACT Branch Administrative Committee:

“That, the Administrative Committee of the ACT Branch asks the Branch Secretary to immediately begin

discussion with the Parliamentary Leader, National Campaign Director and National Executive, seeking

permission to commence pre-selection process’s for all ACT seats, in accordance with ACT Branch Rule

12.” 
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As background, the following two points were also discussed at the Administrative Committee meeting:

NPO Implementing Resolution 9D reads:

“State and Territory Campaign Directors should consult the Leader and the National Campaign Director

before the selection of candidates in both target and safe Labor seats to discuss quality potential

candidates. This process should begin at least 18 months prior to the next election. It is the responsibility

and obligation of Party officers and other influential figures within the Party to ensure that quality

candidates are preselected in all seats. The Party must also actively identify and encourage candidates

from a wide range of occupations and life experiences.” 

20 March 2009 National Executive Meeting minutes:

3.7 Federal Preselections – Consultation Required

Moved: Mark Butler

Seconded: Joe de Bruyn

“Noting the intent of NPO Implementing Resolution 9D, the National Executive directs the State and

Territory Branches to not proceed with any federal preselections, without further resolution of the NEC or

the National Executive.”

So it was pretty clear the decision to conduct preselections lay with the National Executive not
the ACT ALP. Even the Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd, needed to be consulted. 

A number of sub branches had passed resolutions calling on a rank and file preselection and a
number of prospective candidates had gone public with similar views. Anxiety about
preselection was well founded. An increasing number of rank and file preselections had been
abandoned in New South Wales in favour of Executive selections (The notorious N40 rule ).18

As well The National executive had specifically instructed State and Territory branches not to
proceed with preselections (see above). 

At last let’s bounce the ball
The Federal executive met on February 26 and approved the ACT preselection contests.
ACT ALP members received this email on Sunday 28 February:

Federal Preselection Timetable Announced
Last Friday the ALP National Executive agreed to the formal request from the ACT Branch to open

preselections for the seats of Fraser and Canberra, allowing us to proceed with a plebiscite of Party

members to determine Labor’s candidates in both these seats. The ACT Branch of the Party will now,

through a fair and democratic process, in accordance with our own local rules, undertake to preselect two

great advocates for our local community in Kevin Rudd’s Federal Labor Government, replacing Bob

McMullan and Annette Ellis. 

The ACT Branch Administrative Committee is scheduled to meet this Monday night to formally confirm this

decision and begin the normal process of facilitating the preselection ballot. A more detailed timetable will

be published in the next few days once the Administrative Committee finalises planning for all the steps

required under ACT Branch Rules. 

The formal credentialing process for the preselection will begin at the end of March (in line with the regular

annual credentialing which takes place prior to Sub-Branch AGMs each year). Nominations for Fraser,

Canberra and the first Senate Position will open on 6 April and close on 13 April. The preselection ballot

will take place on Saturday 24 April. 

Many factors were taken into consideration at Friday’s meeting of the National Executive, including the

work that had been undertaken over the past few months by the Administrative committee, our public

representatives, their staff, unions and volunteers. There was a resolution, moved by the ACT Branch

Secretary, seconded by Senator David Feeney and agreed to by all the National Executive which

See NSW ALP rank and file told to commit political Suicide, “Crikey” Wednesday 11 November 200918
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acknowledged the successful ACT Branch events over the past 6 months, including successful

Administrative, machinery and Policy Committee events, 2 Branch Councils, 3 Campaign Training sessions,

and significant assistance being provided to interstate campaign teams in Eden-Monaro and Tasmania. 

The ACT Branch Administrative Committee is determined to continue improving the campaign

preparedness and organisational capacity within the ACT. On behalf of the ACT Branch, the Secretary

thanked the National Executive for its considered views with regards to preselections and future events

such as the ACT Branch Annual Conference. This decision acknowledges and supports local efforts to

improve democratic participation within the ALP for its rank and file membership.

A long and winding road, but the desired destination for ACT ALP members had been reached.
Now it was the candidates who would be on what they hoped would be the highway to Capital
Hill.

Many candidates had started their campaigning before the announcement, now it was on.
Candidates had a number of avenues to canvass the 241 eligible voters.� Attend sub branch meetings - Over the next 7 weeks they needed to attend every sub

branch meeting, around 28.  At the first meeting candidates were able to give a short
introductory speech.  After that candidates answered questions from members. Most
asked all candidates the same question rather than targeting specific candidates. Most
Branches asked candidates to respond in alphabetic or seating order and reversing that
order for every other question to ensure balance. The large number of candidates meant
that answers had to be short and to the point and within strict time limits. It would be a
test of their ability to answer a question under pressure. Politicians’ lives are different
alright: meetings, meetings and more meetings. � The Fraser Federal Electorate Council Meet the candidates night set down for the 19  ofth

April at the Canberra Labor Club in Chandler Street Belconnen. All members would be
able to question candidates on any topic.� The Candidates Policy Forum was an innovation for this contest, candidates for both the
Fraser and Canberra Divisions were invited to answer questions on policy issues. Due to
the large number of candidates they would be limited to five questions each. It was
hosted by the ACT ALP Policy Committees and held at the Weston Labor Club in Stirling
(in the Canberra Division).� Written material conveyed by email and post -pamphlets and letters to eligible voters.� Telephone calls by the candidate and supporters.� House calls to voters.� Morning teas and campaign launches.� Social networking such as Web pages, twitter, Facebook and blogs.

Other campaign tools were endorsements from ALP members and various movers and shakers
outside the ALP. All candidates appeared at the sub branches, Meet the Candidates and the
Candidate’s Policy Forum. Their use of the other avenues was more varied. 

“Stanton voters proved to be as devoted to the candidate as he had been to them - in fact according to
the exit polls, an implausible number said the deciding factor was that they’d actually met the
governor”. From (Primary Colors) by Joe Klein page 236 

It’s just as true in a small preselection, members know it’s their only chance to talk to a person who
may achieve elected office, the candidate has to listen attentively a give them all the time they want.
The opportunity may not arise again for years. A candidate who does not grasp this may as well give it
away.

In a way this campaign was like any other, vote for me because ........ In other ways not. This
campaign was largely internal to the ALP in the Fraser Division, external media coverage was
limited. Negative campaigning was virtually non-existent. Candidates had to sell themselves
and convince voters, especially those not bound to a faction, that they were deserving of
support. They could not draw attention to real or perceived shortcomings of their opponents,
except an opponent’s factional alignment or lack of it. 
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It was not about policy either. As ALP members all candidates would be expected to support
ALP policy rather than make their own. However, they could convey their capacity to
understand and develop policy. The only exceptions were those areas where the ALP had no
policy or left it to the conscience of members.  The comprehensive ALP platform does not leave
much for individual members to fill in. Abortion law is a State/Territory matter so did not figure
in this contest. Drug laws were raised but all candidates took a similar view so it had little
impact. One candidate (George Williams) took a stand on ALP organisational reforms but again
these are the province of conferences not parliamentarians.

After credentialing members of the ALP resident in the Fraser Division some 241 were declared
eligible to vote. Not a huge number but enough to keep candidates very busy for the next
seven weeks.

The voters were also in for a busy time. Almost every day would see letters, emails, phone
calls and invitations to a range of functions. Many would have already made their decision but
those who had not could enjoy being courted by all eight candidates.

The pitch
As part of this paper all candidates  were asked a number of questions:19

1. Did you feel that you could win?
a. at the start
b. during the campaign
c. at the end

2. Did you develop any strategies for your campaign?

3. What did you find the most useful?
a. personal contact such as house calls
b. telephone calls
c. Pamphlets
d. letters (post) and email

4. How did you feel about
a. visits to sub branches?
b. meet the candidates (Belconnen Labor Club-April 19)?
c.  Candidates Policy Forum (Weston Labor Club-April 17)?

5. What about endorsements?
a. from party members
b. persons outside the party

6. Did you have a campaign team?

In response to question 1 most candidates started out optimistically,  they were in with a
chance. Only one candidate conceded to having no chance at any time (he saw the campaign
as an opportunity to express views to members), some felt that their chances faded as the
campaign progressed while others become more optimistic. No candidate was confident of
victory.

Question 2 covered crucial aspects of any campaign-strategy

Some examples of their responses:

“Get in early... contact supporters from previous campaign....set up web site... get professional
photographs... look at campaign manual”

All candidates bar one agreed to answer these questions19
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“What message do I want to put across.... local activities..... career experience....... contact
pre selectors”

“Talk to people face to face through home visits....Policy, the things I believe in, the economy,
asylum seekers, Labor’s past”

“Meet as many people as possible, especially non aligned.....focus on environmental and
defence background”

“Start with support base.....appeal to all sections of the party.... express broad convictions re
human rights....develop the best hand out materials....meet people at morning and afternoon
teas”

“Focus on women.....good community knowledge... life experiences.....disabilities” 

Telephone calls were the most popular canvassing tool (Question 3). Most candidates relied on
these to a large extent. While most candidates wanted face to face contact, not all placed a
high emphasis on house calls. One candidate arranged convenient times to visit pre selectors
at home by phoning first whereas other relied on meeting them at sub branch meetings.
Another candidate used morning and afternoon teas to engage pre selectors on a personal
basis. 

Pamphlets, letters and email were seen as important but more as a back up to the above than
the prime method of canvassing. This did not prevent some candidates from producing quite
elaborate pamphlets.

Candidates saw the various meetings listed in Question 4 as an essential aspect of the
campaign, failure to attend would be seen as a negative.

One candidate felt that the main objective at these meetings was not to lose votes. Another
candidate learnt about the issues that concerned preselectors. Given the large number of
candidates any answers to questions had to be short and on message. Any candidate who did
not know about an issue or could not come up with a short grab would suffer, but they all
passed this test. 

Sub branch and the meet the candidates meetings had been part of the process for many years
but the Candidates Policy Forum was an innovation. It included candidates for the other ACT
Division, Canberra, about 13 in all. Thus time was even tighter and candidates were limited to
five questions. Some candidates found it useful but others were not so sure:

“Not as useful did not work as well, unwieldy it did not add much”

“Preselection is not about policy issues”

“Not as useful for me, a test of sound bite ability”

It was well attended by pre selectors some of whom were trying to make up their minds, if not
for their first preference but their second, third etc.

Endorsements (Question 5) saw a wider divergence of opinion among candidates.

A number of candidates used these extensively and others not at all. One candidate was
advised against it by his campaign team, another candidate was not sure as to their value but
used plenty of them anyway. While two others felt they should not be used at all. One
candidate came out with a number of endorsements quite late in the campaign so must have
felt their use valuable.

Almost all endorsements were made through pamphlets and letters: although, two candidates
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had their endorsers phone pre selectors in support of a candidate.

Five of the eight candidates had formal campaign teams to assist the candidate run the
campaign and develop strategies (Question 6).

Campaign activities summary  20

Endorsements* Pamphlets Letters Emails House visit Campaign
team

Social media

Christopher
Bourke

Bob McMullan 2 3 1 No Yes Web page

Mike
Hettinger

Nil 3 2 3 No Informal
group

Web page

Jim Jones Nil 1 2 1 No No Nil

Andrew
Leigh

Michael Kirby,
Barbara Cook,
Noel Pearson,
Elaine Harry,
Ross Garnaut,
Frank Oberlaid,
John Warhurst,
Libby Lioyd,
John
Langmore, Bob
McMullan

4 3 3 Yes Yes Web page

Nick Martin Carmen
Lawrence,
Katie
Gallagher, Kate
Lundy, Ellnor
Grassby, Kathy
Onstenk, John
Harms, Phil
Ironside

6 4 1 No Yes Nil

Michael
Pilbrow

Jon Stanhope,
Brenda
Heather-Latu,
Guy Janssen,
Tom Hird,
Peter Ross,
Janette
O’Sullivan,
Mary Porter,
Bob McMullan

2 2 1 No Yes Web page

Christina
Ryan

Nil 4 1 Nil No No Nil

George
Williams

Gough
Whitlam,
Susan Ryan,
Larissa
Behrendt, John
Kilcullen, Auriel
Barlow, Terry
Fewtrell,
Michael
Rawling

2 4 3 plus 1 from
supporters

No Yes Web page

* A list of who these are is in Appendix A

A rough calculation of an activity index based on all of these (together with phone calls) would
suggest that such an index would result in the following below:
Nick Martin, Andrew Leigh, George Williams, Michael Pilbrow, Chris Bourke and Mike Hettinger
(tie), Christina Ryan and Jim Jones .21

As experienced by myself, others may have had different numbers.20

This was reflected in the vote.21
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Nick Martin also had a campaign launch hosted by Carman Lawrence, a former Premier of
Western Australia and Federal Environment Minister in the Keating Government.

It was touted as an excellent field, so who was going to win? Initially the left candidate Nick
Martin was a chance due to his backing from the Left Caucus faction, strong in the Fraser
Division. The professors (Andrew Leigh and George Williams) could not be written off either.
Community activist Michael Pilbrow also had a chance, especially if he could corner support in
the Belconnen branches.

The Deal
Before the preselection there was media speculation that Fraser ought to be represented by a
candidate with connections to the Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU). In a city where
some 25.0 per cent of those employed were in the Public Administration and Safety industry
the CPSU was the biggest union. It had traditionally eschewed affiliation with the ALP on the
grounds of maintaining a neutral public service. However in 2007 it abandoned this stance to
apply for affiliation with the ACT ALP. Its  admission was subject to special conditions to ensure
that it would not “rock the boat” in the ALP power balance.

The CPSU was left and its admission to the ALP impacted on the dynamics of the Left Caucus.
This faction had been dominated by the CFMEU for many years but now had to share power
with the CPSU.

The CPSU and its predecessor the Administrative and Clerical Officers Association (ACOA) have had a
special role in the ACT.
Before self government in 1989 a lot of political energy that would have been directed at local and state
politics went to the ACOA. ACOA elections were hard fought and attracted wide media coverage. Every
three years control of the ACOA was fought out by supporters of the National Civic Council and a pro ALP
group. Few ACOA secretaries lasted more than one term. ACOA Annual General meetings were well
attended and rowdy with debates on issues such as abortion reform. The ACT Trades and Labor Council
also had a high profile. After self government their profile declined substantially

The CPSU was keen to get a return on its affiliation and Fraser was an opportunity. But, if
anything Fraser was a seat “owed” to the non-aligned. Former, then current, member Bob
McMullan spurned factional allegiance. The previous member John Langmore was also elected
as unaligned but chose to sit with the left in latter years.

The Division of Canberra, which was also having a preselection, had a history of right
members. Ros Kelly who held the seat from 1980 to 1995 was a founding member of the
Centre Coalition and her ALP successor Annette Ellis was also active in that faction. While
Centre Coalition had an edge in Canberra and Left Caucus better numbers in Fraser nothing
was certain. An opportunity arose to make a deal that would ensure that the right got Canberra
and the left Fraser. 

A deal was struck between the two factions. The Left Caucus would not run in Canberra but
would support their candidate Michael Cooney  in Fraser the Centre Coalition would not run22

but would support the Left Caucus candidate Nick Martin. A potential Centre Coalition
candidate David Peebles then withdrew from the Fraser Preselection. David Peebles had run a
vigorous campaign to win a seat in the ACT Legislative Assembly in the 2008 ACT election.

Centre Coalition had selected Michael Cooney in an internal faction ballot that was not without
controversy. Nick Martin had been selected by the Left Caucus as their candidate .23

If the deal could be made to stick then Nick Martin would win, the Left Caucus had “show and

A former staffer of Mark Latham and founder of Think Tank Per Capita and now chief of staff for22

Deputy Chief Minister Andrew Barr

 He had been opposed by Andrew Beaumont in a left Caucus ballot.23
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tell” to enforce their end of the deal. Centre Coalition did not; although if their supporters were
satisfied, they could be relied on too. “Made to stick” were the operative words. It could only
happen if members of both factions were happy with the deal and the candidates. The benefits
for faction members were obvious, more opportunities for their members and a certain
predictability and stability within the party as a whole. However, members of both factions had
some misgivings about the deal and the candidates.

No deal
After the deal Centre Coalition candidate for Canberra Michael Cooney was lent upon by Prime
Minister Kevin Rudd to withdraw.

Lord high executioner
For some reason (Probably to assuage media demands for strong leadership) the ALP allowed Kevin
Rudd to become an El Supremo in the ALP. Previously the Parliamentary leader’s writ only extended to
the Parliamentary party. Issues such as preselections were left to State/Territory branches and the
National executive. Kevin Rudd had intervened in two previous preselections, vetoing certain candidates
from preselection.
At the time Kevin Rudd was riding high but this style of leadership was wearing thin and eventually led
to his demise exactly two months after the preselection on June 24.

Consequently Centre Coalition had to select another candidate for Canberra. They chose Mary
Wood, again not without some controversy. It led to more disquiet among Centre Coalition
members.

Then Mary Porter a member of the ACT Legislative Assembly with a high profile in the
Ginninderra electorate (It includes all of Belconnen) and a member of Centre Coalition backed
Michael Pilbrow. Mary was a member of his Mt Rogers sub branch. Her husband, Ian De
Landelles, another long time member of Centre Coalition backed Michael Pilbrow as well. Ian
was also president of the Mt Rogers sub branch.

George Williams who was non-aligned for most of his years in the ALP announced that he
would join the right faction of the Federal Parliamentary party, if elected. He reasoned that he
had a far better chance of being influential in the parliamentary party if he lined up with a
faction. Also a better chance of becoming a Minister. This made a lot of sense but he was then
open to charges of being a faction candidate. The smaller Labor Unity faction decided to back
him which would have encouraged some Centre Coalition members to rethink the deal.

A pamphlet signed by Bob McMullan and Bill Wood (a former Minister in ACT Labor
Governments) was sent to all pre selectors under the title “An independent candidate for
Fraser” . It criticized the deal and called on pre selectors to chose one of the six unaligned
candidates and preference them before the two factional candidates. They did not endorse any
particular unaligned candidate but reckoned that keeping preferences away from the factional
candidates would boost the chance of an unaligned candidate being elected.

Bob McMullan followed up with a letter that endorsed three of the non aligned: Chris Bourke,
Andrew Leigh and Michael Pilbrow. He again stressed the need to preference other unaligned
candidates ahead of the factional candidates.

Michael Pilbrow summarised this message in this little ditty:

“Let’s keep the rank and file in the swim - preference the unaligned to keep their heads above

water to the end of the poll”

Although, unaligned supporters had the luxury of having a choice of six candidates some of
them opted to support George Williams as “Independents supporting George Williams”. An
email outlining their support was sent a few days being the preselection date (April 24). It was
signed by four non aligned members from a number of sub branches.

The deal was wavering.
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The Fraser open
How were the numbers stacking up? There had not been a preselection for years, the ACT
Legislative Assembly preselections in 2007 were uncontested, so the factional strengths were
not clear. Some said the left numbers were down as Left Caucus was not as assiduous as it
could have been in ensuring its members kept their branch attendances up.

On some estimates the left at full strength would have between 111 and 121 votes, the latter
would have been a bare majority of the 241 eligible pre selectors. The Centre Coalition had
support in the range of 50 to 60, Labour Unity around 10 leaving the unaligned between 50
and 70. If the Deal stuck the Left should have had between 171 to 191 votes, a solid majority. 

However, as the campaign progressed number crunchers settled on a figure of 90 for Nick
Martin, well short of a majority. Although, they did not have a feel for numbers of other
candidates. The left candidate would need a good flow of preferences to get the additional 31
votes. The contest was open.

Candidates were under more pressure, any slip up at one of the forums would cost. The ALP
grapevine would pass around any candidate’s faux pas quicker than a media report of a
drunken footballer’s exploits.

The Left Caucus sensed their candidate was falling short and that the deal was in trouble. In
the last weeks of the campaign they set out on a campaign to obtain preferences from those
likely to vote for unaligned candidates. On another level some Centre Coalition members were
contacted by a left Federal Cabinet minister who insisted that they adhere to the deal.

While no one had emerged as favourite it was looking more and more open, but who?  George
Williams had strong credentials but his factional ambiguity was a problem. Andrew Leigh had
similar credentials to George Williams, Michael Pilbrow was coming into contention with
demonstrated community experience plus a solid professional career and Chris Bourke could
not be ruled out.

Late in the campaign George Williams advised his supporters to give their second preferences
to Andrew Leigh which could be decisive if he had a lot to deliver and were to be eliminated
ahead of Leigh.

The result
The count of first preference votes resulted:

Nick Martin 90 (as predicted)
Andrew Leigh 56
George Williams 35
Michael Pilbrow 33
Others 27

As no candidate had received a majority (121) preferences needed to be counted.

After preferences the result became:

Andrew Leigh 144
Nick Martin   96 

Andrew Leigh had picked up 88 preferences against Nick Martin’s 6.

The ballot indicated that the campaign by some unaligned supporters to keep preferences
among the unaligned was successful. Nick Martin only picked up 6 and George Williams 1, all
others stayed with the unaligned.

Andrew Leigh succeeded on two levels; he got a good lead (over the other unaligned
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candidates) on first preferences and was able to attract an overwhelming majority of
preferences from the other unaligned candidates.

  

      

 

The diagram displays an estimate of how the votes flowed among the various groups and the
candidates. Some estimate that between 15 to 25 left Caucus members defected to various
unaligned candidates. Some Left Caucus members avoided the “show and tell” by voting by
post or at the ACT ALP office in Braddon. Centre Coalition supporters splayed their vote among
all candidates. Whereas, the unaligned overwhelmingly voted for an unaligned candidate of
their choice then gave their preferences to another unaligned candidate.
The unaligned displayed more cohesion than the organised factions. 
Why did the factions fail to deliver solidarity and make the deal stick? Anecdotal evidence
suggests that many faction members were not happy with the candidates, their method of
selection, and a need to have candidates with background other than politics. Such evidence is
hard to quantify but these issues did emerge in conversations with a number of people. Also it
is probable that the degree of commitment to a faction varies from high to peripheral.

In respect of the unaligned, they had the most to lose. The seat had been held by an unaligned
candidate for many years. His replacement by a factional candidate would leave only one
unaligned ALP public officeholder, Chief Minister Jon Stanhope . 24

Jon Stanhope was to quit politics in May 2011 and in 2010  it was widely felt that he would do so24

before the 2012 ACT Election
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Pamphlets issued by candidates reached
new levels of professionalism in this
preselection.
Top: Chris Bourke’s introductory
pamphlet
Left: A Greeting style card from Andrew
Leigh
Bottom: Nick Martin’s Pamphlet appeals
to the grassroots
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Why did Andrew Leigh emerge as the dominant unaligned candidate? The Table on page 14 on
campaign intensity tells a story, he did more. His closest rival apart from Nick Martin was
George Williams. Both were academics of high standing-Professors. George William’s decision
to announce that he would sit with the right in Parliament almost certainly gave Andrew Leigh
a decisive edge among unaligned voters.

Michael Pilbrow also had strong credentials but probably lacked profile outside of Belconnen. In
any case those seeking a local Belconnen candidate had a choice of Michael Pilbrow and Chris
Bourke, thus splitting the vote.

Preselectors’ attitudes a puzzle
A survey  was conducted of pre selectors attitudes towards a number of issues concerning25

preselection.

The survey included the following questions:
1. What qualities do you desire of a candidate for preselection? (on a scale of 1 to 10)� long service to the ALP� ideological stance� membership of faction� non membership of faction� achievements in career outside politics� education/qualifications� activity in community affairs� capacity/potential as a public office holder
2. What were determining factors in your choice?  (on a scale of 1 to 10)� recommendation of faction� candidates performance at sub branch� candidates literature/mail outs� endorsements by rank and file party members� endorsements by prominent ALP members� endorsements by persons outside of the ALP� emails from candidate� candidates’ performance at Candidates policy forum held 17 April at Weston Labor club� candidates performance at candidates meeting at Belconnen Labor club� Personal visits to home� Phone calls� Coffee mornings/campaign launches
3. In respect of your participation in the preselection what did you find most satisfying? (On a
scale of 1 to 10)� a chance to play a key role in ALP decision making� meeting potential public office holders� the opportunity to discuss issues with candidates� feeling of being a part of the political process� ensuring that ordinary members have a vital role in the party
4. How important is the rank and file process to you? (Tick)� Very important� Moderately important� Not at all important

The response was disappointing; not so much in numbers but that most were unaligned and
over 50. It turned out to be more of a focus group exercise than a broad survey. Summarising:

In response to question 1 the top three attributes of a desirable candidate are:� capacity/potential as a public office holder� achievements in career outside politics� activity in community affairs

The survey was conducted by the author and was sent to those involved in the preselection25
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A candidate’s potential was highly rated, a logical assessment because successful politicians
further the party’s aims and achievements.

Although understandable, the second attribute would have excluded many past successful
politicians . Politics is a complex craft that can take years to master. Service to the ALP was26

lowly rated, probably a reflection of the concern that too many persons enter politics (in all
parties) having only limited experience outside of it.

Factional allegiances and ideological stance were also rated lowly, no surprise as most
respondents were unaligned.

Question 2 (determining factors in making your choice) resulted in the following top three:� performance at sub branches� performance at candidates meeting at Belconnen Labor Club� literature and mail outs 

Respondents rated performances at sub branches and the other forums highly, seeing these as
an indicator of a candidate’s depth and capacity to communicate. 

Endorsements were rated as less important. Surprisingly, endorsements by persons outside the
ALP rated low, much less than those by rank and file members. However, it would be wrong to
write them off. If candidates could not be separated in terms of live appearances then
endorsements and pamphlets could be a determining factor. The candidates with more
prestigious endorsements generally received more votes.

Of course poor performance at meetings could not be saved by the best efforts of mad men or
the hottest endorsers.

The third question (satisfaction of participation) saw high scores in all five questions; the
highest ensuring that ordinary members have a vital role closely followed by the opportunity to
discuss issues.

Every respondent said the process was very important to them (Question 4). 

The results of the survey are in Appendix B.

Aftermath
The media saw it as a rebuff to factions and a victory for the rank and file. Don Allen in the
chronicle  (a local free newspaper) said “In a rare show of defiance, they decided democracy

27

should prevail and made their own selection”. But it was really a victory on several fronts, a
victory for the ACT ALP who pushed for, and got, National Executive approval for a rank and
file preselection, a victory for rank and file members who pushed the local ALP, a victory for
those candidates from all factions who called for a rank and file preselection.

Once the preselection was underway, preselectors were able to make up their own minds
without too much trouble. Factions could but try. To succeed all faction members would need
to be happy with the deal. Apparently, they were not. With a secret ballot and a range of
quality candidates a group of 241 people were never going to be easy to corral. Factions
contain soft core members who are open to persuasion. They can betray the faction without
fear of retribution. It’s different in a conference where fewer hard core members cast their vote
publicly. Especially if these members are pursuing political careers.

The preselection was also a victory for those sub branch officers who keep sound records

Persons such as Gough Whitlam, Paul Keating, Bill Clinton, John Kennedy and Tony Blair did not26

have stellar careers before entering politics.

Chronicle May 11 201027
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establishing eligibility to vote in preselections. The absence of significant branch stacking was
also important.

The pre selectors have provided the successful candidate with a parliamentary career that
could last for years, a career that could lead to a senior ministry, even the Prime Ministership.

Elections for office bearers of clubs and companies occur every day in Australia. Political party
preselections are different. The ALP is one of only two gateways in Australia to high political
office; therefore, it has a great responsibility to ensure sound preselection processes.

Undoubtedly the lure of political power and prestige will attract a certain number of careerists
and con artists. Pre selectors need to exercise “due diligence”.

Were the factions damaged? A little, but Federal preselections are not the only game in town.
ACT Legislative Assembly preselections come up every four years. There are sub branch, ACT
branch and conference positions up for grabs each year. Conference decisions on rules and
policy are on the menu too, enough to keep them busy. The Centre Coalition probably suffered
more, their candidate in Canberra also missing out by a handful of votes. There was talk of a
new right faction, but only time will tell if it eventuates. 

The new Labor Prime Minister, Julia Gillard, called a Federal Election for August 21, 2010.
Andrew Leigh did not have long to wait, he was easily elected. 

Postscript 2012
Nick Martin still works in the ALP national office and has a passion for Labor history. George
Williams went back to academia. Michael Pilbrow left the ACT for a farm near Yass where he
continues to work as a consultant. Chris Bourke was elected to the ACT Legislative Assembly to
replace Jon Stanhope when he resigned as Chief Minister and member for Ginninderra. He is
now (2012) Minister for Education and Training. Christina Ryan represented Australia at the
United Nations Status of Women Commission and is now general manger of Advocacy for
Inclusion. Mike Hettinger continues to involve himself in environmental affairs and Jim Jones is
now secretary of the ALP day branch and continues to stir.

Terry Giesecke*
February 2012

* Terry Giesecke is an independent researcher with qualifications in economics and political
science. He is a member of the ALP and voted in the preselection.
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Appendix A. Who were the endorsers?

Bob McMullan - Member for Fraser and previously ACT Senator. Served as a senior Minister in
Keating Government
Michael Kirby - Former High Court Judge
Barbara Cook - Wife of Former Labor Minister in Hawke and Keating Governments, Peter Cook 
Noel Pearson - Aboriginal activist and Director Cape York Institute
Elaine Henry - CEO the Smith Family
Ross Garnaut - Former adviser to Bob Hawke, Ambassador to PRC and Author of the Garnaut
report on Climate Change
Frank Oberklaid - Director, Centre for Community Child Health
John Warhurst - Former Professor of Politics ANU and columnist for Canberra Times
Libby Lloyd - Chair of Violence against Women Advisory Group
John Langmore - Member for Fraser 1984 to 1996 
Carman Lawrence - Former Premier of Western Australia, Minister in Keating Government
Katie Gallagher - Deputy Chief Minister ACT, Chief Minister ACT from May 2011
Kate Lundy - ACT Senator from 1996
Ellnor Grassby - A Minister in the first ACT Government, member of Belconnen sub branch
Kathy Onstenk - Member Belconnen sub branch
John Harms - Director Manning Clark House
Phil Ironfield - Member Belconnen sub branch
Jon Stanhope - Chief Minister of the ACT 2001 to 2011
Brenda Heather - Latu - Former Attorney General of Samoa
Guy Janssen - Senior World bank official
Dr Tom Hird - Director Competition Economists Group
Peter Ross - Former principal Charnwood Dunlop School
Janette O’Sullivan - Joint Coordinator Charny Carny
Mary Porter - Member of ACT Legislative Assembly for Ginninderra
Gough Whitlam - Leader Ferderal ALP 1967 to 1977, Prime Minister 1972 to 1975
Susan Ryan - ACT Senator 1975 to 1988, Minister in the Hawke Government
Larissa Behrent - Academic and Aboriginal activist
John Kilcullen - Member of Belconnen sub branch
Auriel Barlow - Member of the Daytime sub branch
Terry Fewtrell - Member of the Daytime sub branch
Michael Rawling - Member of North Canberra sub branch
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Appendix B: Survey of preselectors

Summary of survey responses
Respondent number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total
1. What qualities do you desire of a candidate for preselection? (on a scale of 1 to 10)
long service to the ALP 5 3 5 2 4 3 1 0 6 7 4 5 2 47
ideological stance 6 10 1 6 3 8 0 7 7 2 0 7 57
membership of faction 1 2 1 3 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 14
non membership of faction 10 6 10 4 5 10 1 4 9 6 1 7 5 78
achievements in career outside
politics

7 9 1 6 10 10 8 8 10 7 10 10 6 102

education/qualifications 5 7 0 6 8 7 5 6 10 7 5 7 7 80
activity in community affairs 3 9 10 7 8 7 5 6 8 6 9 5 7 90
capacity/potential as a public office
holder

8 9 10 8 10 10 10 8 9 5 10 10 9 116

2. What were determining factors in your choice?  (on a scale of 1 to 10)
recommendation of faction 0 1 1 0 0 0 5 0 1 1 1 1 1 12
candidates performance at sub
branch

1 7 10 5 7 8 10 6 7 5 7 8 8 89

candidates literature/mail outs 1 7 5 6 5 8 5 0 3 5 6 7 5 63

endorsements by rank and file party
members

1 1 1 6 5 10 10 0 6 6 5 0 5 56

endorsements by prominent ALP
members

1 1 1 2 1 5 8 0 7 6 5 3 2 42

endorsements by persons outside of
the ALP

1 1 1 4 5 0 8 0 7 5 2 2 2 38

emails from candidate 1 4 1 3 7 7 1 8 4 6 6 7 0 55
candidates’ performance at
Candidates policy forum held 17 April
at Weston Labor club

na 8 5 4 na 8 10 8 8 na na na na 51

candidates performance at candidates
meeting at Belconnen Labor club

na 8 5 7 7 9 10 8 8 6 na 8 7 83

Personal visits to home 10 1 1 0 8 9 1 8 1 7 na 0 0 46
Phone calls 1 7 1 3 5 8 1 0 1 8 1 7 6 49
Coffee mornings/campaign launches 1 1 1 6 7 8 1 8 1 na 0 0 0 34

3. In respect of your participation in the preselection what did you find most satisfying? (On a
scale of 1 to 10)
a chance to play a key role in ALP
decision making

10 10 10 9 10 10 1 0 8 9 10 9 8 104

meeting potential public office holders 1 10 10 9 10 10 1 0 7 9 9 9 3 88

the opportunity to discuss issues with
candidates

5 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 7 9 7 9 8 113

feeling of being a part of the political
process

10 10 10 9 10 10 5 0 7 9 8 10 8 106

ensuring that ordinary members have
a vital role in the party

10 10 10 9 10 10 10 0 9 9 10 10 9 116

4. How important is the rank and file process to you? (Tick)
Very important * * * * * * * * * * * * * 13
Moderately important
Not at all important
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